Bush meal revealed

By Harry Vermin

Soup is served at the Adams Stratton Student Center kitchen this evening revealing the menu for tonight's dinner in the DuPont Gymnasium. According to the source, who requested anonymity, the Vice President will serve beef burgundy, potato puffs, succotash, a salad, and Jello.

Jean Bremmer, Dean for Foodstuffs, when reached for comment, said, "I don't know what the menu is." He added, "I'm sure that it will be nutritious, though."

When questioned, the manager of the Student Center Coffeehouse said, "I don't know what the menu is," but added, "I'm sure that if Vice President Bush wanted to drop by for a bagel afterwards, we'd be happy to oblige him, and we might even give him an honorary membership to SCC, so he could get the discount. Anyway, we might offer him a free game of Galaxian."

When Miss Emma Steck, Bush's press secretary's assistant was reached using The Tech's brannew MCT access number (666-6666 70653) and questioned about the menu, she asked, "I don't know what the menu is. I just hope that they don't serve him beans, because they make him art-fay, if you know what I mean."

Secret Service representatives were asked about security preparations for the meal, and they described the following procedure: When the raw materials are purchased, care is taken that they are not bought from immigrants, unless they're foreign. South Vietnamese or military officials, members of the Cuban group Omega 7, or agents of the Taiwanese government.

After purchase, the materials are taken by an armored limousine to the offices of the Secret Service, where they are X-rayed and tested for illegal poisons. Then, a crack team of Anglo Saxon chefs flown in from the U.S. are put to work in the specially searched kitchens in the basement of the Adams Stratton Student Center. Commented Special-Agent-in-Charge of the Secret Service, "You don't know how hard it is to find good, clean Anglo Saxon chefs nowadays. Most chefs are either nonchalantly voted for UMOC."

According to Oliveill '82, if a student voted for all seven candidates, his first place choice was given seven points, his second choice six, and so forth. But if he only voted for one candidate, say UMOC, the first place vote only counted one point. This novel scheme for tabulating votes was devised mid-way through the final voting, and one troublemaker claimed that the students making the table didn't tell her. Anticipating criticism, he said that he had researched this voting scheme, and found precedent for it in Chicago under the late Mayor Daley. Said Oliveill '82, "If I figured that if the student body would stand for the way we counted votes for and against the whole concept of the Homecoming Queen, they'd love this." In that count, no votes where the student voted for a woman were counted as votes for a Queen and the student voted for a man or UMOC were counted as votes against.

In addition, said Oliveill '82, "This scheme prevented us from being so embarrassed to the MIT Judicial Committee that they would be voted against, and as such, it was unfair. But now that the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC, we MEET felt the whole contest was structured, since most students voted for UMOC.
MIT tries to provide just as much really good education as it possibly can for the considerable though not insurmountable financial commitment it asks of its students, who are by the way from many different lands, and whom we shouldn't discriminate against, especially those from Taiwan (whose students are not really spies, but just have lots and lots of team spirit) many of whom you probably met during this year's smoothly-run Rush Week and who will almost certainly remain friends you will value through a vacation at Oxford Could that possibly be in the fall, the beginning of term, when the Bangkok tuition rise of $6,666.66? ("It will make you blink two or three times," sympathized President Gray) we must eviscerate some small — but by no means overdone— dissatisfaction, with some of the state of affairs at this center of learning and research which so closely resembles a firehouse of knowledge.

The often honest but always good-humored balking of the students against tuition increases has a long and sometimes illustrious history, but the students involved have been placated by well-deserved new carpet in their dorms or shiny new fire extinguishers or special locks on their doors. We feel something of a similar quality should be done in this case. Perhaps those rambler-rousers advocating selling Transparent Horizons or marketing the Student Center as "the World's Largest Asslot" should look into their own lives and look for ways out of their financial predicament, with which we all truly sympathize. Wouldn't those students really like another semi-formal dance in the Salo, or maybe another black steel sculpture? Surely their talk of destruction and revolution is a bit premature: would they not really have that extra $6,666.66? We think not. Come on, gang, hang in there.

And to the Committee on Academic Performance: perhaps you have forgotten that although you wield absolute power over our lives you should still try to carry yourself in a way that will be recalled, according to the resolution the GA resolved last spring, which read, "Everyone at MIT should make rmery they are black or browns or have slanty eyes or don't blow-dry their hair or live in an east-campus dorm or are gay. Anyone caught being not nice to anyone else will be forced to room with Ken Hamous for a term." Of course following this sort of precedent can be difficult, but we feel sure that . . .

Johnny Rotten '69 — Marginal Editor

To the Editor:

I can't keep writing this dreck. God, how did I ever become editor of this rag? Lord, you know I don't believe in anonymous letters, but the right people are run for the right people. I mean that the whole race is bad. It was irresponsible for Ivan Wang to print front page article based on anonymous letter which was really a pigment of said deviate's imagination and not in fact.

Ronald Raygun '66 — Chairman

William Cobb '81 — Speaker Editor

Johny Rotten '69 — Marginal Editor

J.P. Morgan '85 — Moneycounter
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Chief Contractor: Rear Adm. Bull Haley. Staff: Dr. Adolf Spook, finished up in a corner with a corner count, real fire. Technology is always on the phone. For some reason publishing an anonymous letter, which will not be published under any name without the name of the person, is here too. But I mean to stay the term spearing forth this think-pieces for the lobotomized God! God, at least you had enough vacation at Oxford Could that possibly be in the cards for me? Oh, I hope so, I hope so, I hope so. I mean that I should just transfer to another school . . .

MIT Campus Police have released this composite sketch of a suspect in the theft of recent campus underwear stealer.
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To the Editor:

We would like to express our bitter dissatisfaction with your publication A Tech for printing what can only be anonymous letter from anonymous Taiwanese student. The editor tried to find way to justify why he let this kind of bad letter be published but he could not. It seems the A Tech is encouraging the writing of anonymous letter, which will not cause to sympathize but only anger as with us.

It's immoral to try to hide devious elements from the company of their most patriotic brethren because without our influence many lies may be spread. Thus, it was irresponsible for Ivan Wang to print front page article based on anonymous lettre which was really a pigment of said deviate's imagination and not in fact.

To the Editor:

I think I've thought of a good way to have our cake and eat it too. If all those greedy nudes and castrating feminists from East Campus don't like the idea of a Homecoming Queen, let's get them really injured and have a Homecoming Whore too. Sure— I mean face it, the sixties are over already, people are tired of equality, for God's sake. And now that the right people are running the Social Council, we can do what we want

John instead of Cindy All this psychological crapola is just baloney. Look, I don't think we should kill all the queens or
damn well do anything the SFC wants. Besides, think of how good it would be— one woman to put on a pedestal, the other one to knock off a pedestal. Of course it all would be done for mob psychology — I mean school spirit. Boy, I'm telling you, that PeP Rally last Friday got me really worked up. All those firm breasts and asses—we've waited too long. Elect a Homecoming Whore NOW!!! George Orwell '84

To the Editor:

I just wanted to say that I'm gay and I'm living in a frat and I've never had so much fun in my life! God, the guys just walk around in their undies all day.

Dick Sacker '83

To the Editor:

We all the uproar over the Homecoming Queen has gotten me angry. As I showed in a letter to A Tech last year, the year before, there is absolutely no reason to feel sorry for all those minority types who claim that they deserve special attention, especially women. What really gets me is when they call me the needle because I call some colored person a lousy, shiftless nigger or sexist because I say that most women really want to be raped. Just because some (maybe)
m most members of the colored race are content to live off of welfare and stolen TV sets doesn't mean that the whole race is bad. Why, at home, we had a gardener named Ezekiel who was diligent and hard-working, never missed a day, never stole anything. And since when is it wrong to point out what is such an obvious fact — if a woman doesn't want to be raped, there's no way a man can make her? It's the old "threading the needle" problem.

Stephanie Solnick

More of the same

flames

JUST THINK......SOMEDAY HE COULD BE ON THE MIT SOCIAL COUNCIL!

When making strong accusation as raping is we request the editors of the A Tech be very careful what they say because it will be remembered. And we ask that you please do not publish any letter without the name of the writer and the names and addresses of his family and friends in Taiwan. Thank you.

Fu Chop Fang G
And a horde of others

Homecoming where?
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Burton toilets upgraded

By Ima Freshman

In a surprise move on the part of the Physical Plant Plumbing Division, Burton House’s jump to Most Popular Dorm this rush week was rewarded by the installation of new heatable toilet seats. "We’re really looking forward to them," commented Honey F. Bunns, Burton Flushcomm committee girl. "We promised the frosh something special would happen that would make us better than Baker, and it has."

"We felt the current equipment at Burton was simply inadequate for the amount of shit being generated there," said Physical Plant Division Director I. P. Freeley. "It was not a political decision, per se."

The development has provided one of Burton’s floors with a new nickname. Formerly the Burton Four-Skins, they have decided to change their name to the Tidy Bowlers.

Important

(Continued from page 1)

know who it is." McCluskey said that the thefts are under investigation.

Purdy mentioned that the sign to McCormick Hall was stolen about the same time as the underwear thefts. "Everybody is waiting to see whether the sign and the underwear will show up as a hack, either in Homecoming or Halloween," she said.

The monetary value of the McCormick thefts is unknown, said Purdy. "One girl got $70 worth of underwear stolen one night." Purdy added, "She replaced it with $87 worth of underwear at the Coop."
The career decision you make today could influence national security tomorrow.

For professionals at NSA contribute to the dual mission of foreign intelligence production and communications security. Our Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientists and Mathematicians are working with systems at the cutting edge of technology.

Career opportunities and challenges await you in any of these NSA career fields.

Electronic Engineering: There are opportunities in a variety of research and development projects ranging from individual equipment to very complex interactive systems involving large numbers of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer graphics. Professional growth is enhanced through interaction with highly experienced NSA professionals and through contacts in the industrial and academic worlds. Facilities for engineering, analysis and design automation are among the best available.

Computer Science: At NSA you'll discover one of the largest computer installations in the world with almost every major vendor of computer equipment represented. NSA Career provide trained in such disciplines as systems analysis and design, scientific applications programming, data base management systems, operating systems, computer networking, security and graphics.

Mathematics: We'll work on diverse Agency problems applying a variety of mathematical disciplines. Specific assignments might include solving communications-related problems, performing high-end mathematical research or evaluating new techniques for communications security.

NSA also offers a salary and benefits program that's truly competitive with private industry. There are assignments for those who wish to travel and abundant good living in the Baltimore-Washington area for those who wish to stay close to home. Geographical, cultural, historical, recreational and educational opportunities are just minutes away from NSA's pleasant suburban location.

At NSA your future will be linked to the nation. The vital role that the National Security Agency plays defends and ensures constant challenge and professional growth.

"If you're interested in a career with NSA, schedule an interview through your college placement office. For additional information on the National Security Agency, fill in the information below and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell, College Recruitment Manager, National Security Agency, Annapolis Office of Employment, 449259, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755. An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. citizenship required."